IZA – Institute of Labor Economics is looking for

**RESEARCH/STUDENT ASSISTANTS**

(m/f/d, 6–12 hours/week, to start on April 15, 2024)

to work on research projects in the field of education and labor market research

**Key requirements**
- Interest in labor market and education policy topics
- Interest in empirical economic research
- Initial knowledge of Stata (additional knowledge of R/Python an advantage)
- Quick comprehension skills
- At least a very good Bachelor’s degree in economics with good results in econometrics/statistics
- Suitable for students in the Master, BGSE and other graduate schools

**Job description**
- Data preparation and analysis
- Creation of text documents and presentation materials
- Processing and analyzing data, creating graphics and tables
- Literature research
- Support in science management and administration
- Support of projects led by Dr. Ingo Isphording

**Other valuable qualifications**
- Ability to work independently, flexibility, sense of responsibility
- Interest in pursuing an academic career

**What we offer**
- Collaboration in research projects in an international and active research environment
- Flexible working hours, challenging tasks and good pay
- Hybrid model between home office, mobile work and work on site (at least 50%)

**The Institute**
Our scientists conduct research on central topics of labor market economics. We see ourselves as bridge builders, conveying relevant knowledge to the public, politics and business. Evidence-based research results are crucial to ensure that as many people as possible can participate fairly in the labor market.

Furthermore, we are a central platform for a global network of around 2,000 outstanding scientists working with us on an economically sound understanding of how labor markets and labor market policies work. We support young researchers on their way to academic excellence and thus make our contribution to the establishment of labor market research.

For more information, visit: [www.iza.org](http://www.iza.org)

**Interested?**

Please submit your informative short application by e-mail to:

**Sarah Assili**
Senior Organizational Manager
IZA – Institute of Labor Economics
Schaumburg-Lippe-Str. 5–9, 53113 Bonn
Phone: +49 228 3894-150
E-Mail: assili@iza.org